From Pipes to Processors: Building High Performance Network Middleware

Abstract: Communication networks are no longer just pipes that move data from place to place. They are becoming powerful, software-based infrastructures capable of transforming and inspecting data as it moves between hosts. Two trends reflect this: the use of Software Defined Networks (SDN) to dynamically manage the network control plane, and Network Function Virtualization (NFV) to provide a high-performance network data plane. NFV promises to enable a vast array of in-network software functions running efficiently in virtualized environments. This opens a range of possibilities for in-network services that will affect cloud data centers, new edge computing platforms, and IoT data aggregation and analysis.

This talk will explore the potential of NFV-based services, and the operating and distributed systems challenges that must be overcome to realize their deployment. To accelerate research and development of network middleware, we have developed OpenNetVM, an open-source software infrastructure for high speed packet processing. I will discuss how we have leveraged this platform to provide powerful, intelligent data plane functions such as a high speed, automated key-value store load balancer that is 100 times faster than Twitter’s twemproxy and scalable per-flow customizable network processing for edge cloud systems.
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